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Compare Sheets: Getting Started 

What is this? 
The Compare Sheets tool is part of Ablebits Ultimate Suite for Excel that can help you quickly find and 

highlight differences between two Excel worksheets, ranges or tables. 

 

Compare Sheets can detect differences in values, formulas, and cells formatting, mark different cells with 

fill, font, or border color and display them in a convenient way. With this tool you get a well-organized 

workflow that makes working with found differences and merging your worksheets comfortable and time-

saving. 

Before you start 
Please read carefully this part before you start working with the add-in.  

Save all your changes 
Before running Compare Sheets, save all changes in all open workbooks and close all Excel files except for 

those that you are going to compare. If your task is to compare sheets from the same workbook, leave 

open only this book.  

Xlsx/xlsm only 
The supported workbook formats are .xlsx and .xlsm. The tool won't process files of any other format, so 

be sure to save your workbooks as xlsx. or .xlsm. 

 

 

https://www.ablebits.com/compare-excel-files/index.php
https://www.ablebits.com/excel-suite/index-2018.php
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Backup copies 
We care about your books and always create backup copies of your files. By default, we store the backups 

for 14 days. 

Cells formatting 
Compare Sheets marks differences with background color, bottom border, or font color replacing your 

original coloring, fonts, or cell borders. But you won't lose them forever: as you review the differences, 

the tool automatically restores your original formatting.  

Protected workbooks 
Protected workbooks are not supported, because we simply won't be able to mark differences in them :) 

Merged cells 
Worksheets containing merged cells are not supported.  

What is ignored 
Some differences are not shown: row height, column width, worksheet and workbook options and 

properties, all embedded objects including charts, pivot tables, images, shapes, controls, etc. Compare 

Sheets is designed only to compare one sheet with another. Your worksheets should have the same layout 

and structure including grouping, filtering, and sorting. For example, we consider the rows order when 

comparing sheets, so sheets with different sorting order will be most likely perceived as completely 

different. 

Volatile functions 
Please do not try to compare sheets that contain volatile functions, because every time Excel opens or 

recalculates the workbook, these functions return new values. The volatile functions are: NOW, TODAY, 

RAND, RANDBETWEEN, OFFSET, INDIRECT. Also, INFO and CELL can be volatile depending on their 

arguments. 
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Running Compare Sheets wizard 
To run the tool, find the Compare Sheets button on the Ablebits Data tab and click it. 

 

The first window displays the limitations and requirements discussed above. Please do not turn it off until 

you get comfortable with the Compare Sheets tool.  

 

Click the Agree button. 
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Select worksheets and ranges 
In the list of open workbooks, choose the sheets that you are going to compare. If the needed workbook 

is not in this list, open the book by clicking the Open Workbook button.  

 

By default, the tool compares the used ranges of the sheets. If you need to compare other ranges, click 

the Select Range icon and select the desired ranges.  
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Compare Sheets scans your worksheets, opens them in two windows, and places side by side. Sheet 1 is 

always located on the left, Sheet 2 – on the right. If you want to change this order, just uncheck Sheet 1 

in the list of sheets on step 1 and then check it again. 

Click the Next button. 

Tip: Click the Ablebits logo to open a pop-up menu. In Options, you can change the store time for backup 

copies and the path to the backup folder. 

Specify the Comparing Mode 
When developing and testing Compare Sheets, we carefully selected and tweaked the comparing 

algorithm. Generally speaking, the comparison of two tables (aka matrices) is a classic task for modern 

programming. But this is true when the matrices are abstract, just as abstract as ice temperature graphs 

in Antarctica could be to you – they have nothing to do with your daily life. In case of real workbooks and 

tables, everything is different. As a result of our research, the algorithm has been fine-tuned for three 

types of sheets. On this step, you are to indicate what your sheets look like.  

 

No key columns 

The first type is best suited for sheet-based documents like invoices or contracts. These sheets may have 

a different number of rows and include one or even several tables. When comparing such sheets, it is 

important to preserve the structure integrity and avoid comparing, for example, header rows with the 

main table rows. You won’t find any unique identifiers like SKU or IDs in such sheets, that is why the mode 

is called No key column. 
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By key columns 

The second type is for column-organized sheets, where tables contain homogeneous data row-by-row. 

For example, it can be two price lists that have the same SKU or Product ID columns (identifiers). Usually 

such columns are called the key columns, hence the comparing mode name: By key columns. Such sheets 

always have the same number of columns but may have different numbers of rows.  

Cell-by-cell 

Finally, the third type of documents is sheets with the same layout and size, like balance sheets or year-

to-year reports. For such sheets, use the Cell-by-cell comparison.   

Select Matching options 
Going through line by line, Compare Sheets searches for differences by paring similar rows in both sheets. 

But there are cases, when one row in Sheet 1 corresponds to several rows in Sheet 2 with full or partial 

match of their cell values. For such situations, Compare Sheets provides you with the Matching options.  

First match 

If you select First match for AAA row in Sheet 1, Compare Sheets will match it to the first row that contains 

at least one A value. Other rows with A values will be marked as unique. 

  Sheet 1     Sheet 2   

 A A A   A B B  

 C C C   A A B  

 
 

     C C C  

Best match 

If you select Best match for AAA row in Sheet 1, Compare Sheets will match it to the row that contains the 

maximum number of A values. Other rows with A values will be marked as unique. 

  Sheet 1     Sheet 2   

 A A A   A B B  

 C C C   A A B  

      C C C  

 

Full match only 

If you select Full match only for AAA row in Sheet 1, Compare Sheets will only mark the AAA row as a 

match, if any. Other rows with A values will be marked as unique. 

  Sheet 1     Sheet 2   

 A A A   A B B  

 C C C   A A B  

      A A A  

      C C C  
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Select key columns 
When you choose the By key columns comparing mode, Compare Sheets asks you to select the key 

columns. 

 

Simply check the key columns in Sheet 1 and notice the corresponding key columns in Sheet 2.  

Check Comparison Options 
By default, Compare Sheets searches for differences in values only, but you can change this behavior by 

selecting other options.   
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Show differences in formulas. Different formulas can return the same values, that is why by default we 

ignore differences in formulas. But if differences in your formulas are important to you, check this option.  

Show differences in formatting.  Compare Sheets can find differences in cell formatting. If you select this 

option, the comparison algorithm will be as follows: the compared cells will be marked as different if they 

contain different values or different formulas (if the Show differences in formulas option is selected) or 

formatted differently (if the Show differences in formatting option is selected). 

Ignore hidden rows/columns. By default, we ignore hidden rows and columns. If the differences in hidden 

rows or columns are vital, you can find them by unchecking this option. But of course, you will not see the 

difference marks until you make them visible :) 

Ignore empty rows/columns.  Empty rows and columns can not only be used to separate the logical blocks 

in your worksheets, but also be an important part of your data. In the latter case, untick this checkbox. 

Add a status column. If you select this option, Compare Sheets will add a new column to your sheets and 

mark the found differences there. This option will not only make the result of comparison more appealing 

but will also give you more comfort in working with the differences. 

Mark rows with differences with the status column only.  You can choose not to add any marks to your 

cells, but identify differences in a special column instead. Tick this option, and the differences will be 

marked only within the status column, all the cells in your tables will remain intact. 
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Mark differences with. Choose the marking option that suits you best. By default, we suggest using 

background color because we find this option most aesthetically pleasing. But if you need to see the 

original fill color of your cells, you can mark differences with font color or bottom border.  

After you have selected all the needed options, click the Compare button.  

Understanding comparing process 
Every time you click the Compare button, Compare Sheets follows the same algorithm. Here is the step-

by-step description: 

1. The compared workbooks are saved, including all the changes made before the comparison, and 

closed (or one workbook if it contains both of the specified sheets).   

2. The backup copies are saved. The path and store time can be found and changed in the tools' options. 

3. Compare Sheets loads the workbooks in memory (not in Excel, it is a separate application/process) 

and scans them for differences. 

4. Your sheets are processed row by row. 

5. The tool takes the first rows from Sheet 1 and Sheet 2 and compares them cell by cell. 

6. If all the cells are different, the rows are marked as unique. 

7. If at least one pair of cells in the found pair of rows matches, then the rows are deemed partially 

matching in both sheets, and nonidentical cells are deemed different. 

8. The tool compares the next pair of rows and repeats steps 5 - 7. 

9. When processing is finished, your workbooks are opened in the Review Differences mode. 

Please note! This description is simplified as much as possible with only one purpose - to improve 

understanding. Compare Sheets uses a modified, but nevertheless quite standard algorithm for comparing 

two large data sets. Over the long years of its existence, this algorithm has been sharpened and tested by 

many mathematicians and programmers. But sometimes, at first glance, the result may seem wrong to 

you. In this case, you only need to carefully examine your cells, their values and formatting, as well as the 

relative positions of the rows and the reference structure of the formulas. And in almost 100% of cases, 

you can find a clear mathematical explanation for the results, which at first seemed illogical. But if you 

run into something that you cannot explain and that will throw you into hours of meditating about the 

fate of the universe, please send us the samples of your sheets, and we'll help you figure it out. 
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Review Differences mode 
In fact, such a mode does not exist. But we had to come up with some term to let you know that you are 

in a special mode and provide you with a comfortable workflow. That's how the Review Differences mode 

looks like in Excel: 

 

 

As you see, in the Review Differences mode, your worksheets are opened side by side. The cells in your 

sheets are marked according to the options you chose. In the screenshot above, you see the default colors: 

blue for unique rows in Sheet 1 (on the left), red for unique rows in Sheet 2 (on the right), green for 

different cells in partially matching rows. Therefore, further on in the document, the following terms will 

be used: 

• Blue rows - rows that exist only in Sheet 1 (on the left) 

• Red rows - rows that exist only in Sheet 2 (on the right) 

• Green cells - cells that are different in partially matching rows  

Each window has a vertical toolbar with several buttons. In the inactive window the toolbar is disabled 

and greyed out to make you focused on the active worksheet. 

Compare Sheets Toolbar 
The toolbar's buttons are divided into three groups. Each button performs one action for the currently 

selected cells or rows in the active sheet. Below is a short description of the buttons from top to bottom.  
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Go to the previous difference and Go to the next difference 
Use these buttons to navigate between the differences found in the active worksheet. For blue rows and 

red rows, the buttons select the whole previous or next row. For green cells, the buttons navigate cell by 

cell. 

Please note, Compare Sheets synchronizes the selection in both worksheets. Unfortunately, Excel cannot 

highlight the selected cells in an inactive window. To overcome this disgusting trait, the tool automatically 

scrolls the sheets to display the current pair of rows second from the top in both sheets, like shown in the 

screenshot below: 

 

Insert the selected unique rows into the other worksheet  
This button copies all red or blue rows (depending on which sheet is currently active) included in your 

selection from the active worksheet to the inactive worksheet.  

 

After insertion, Compare Sheets navigates to the next difference if the Auto-scroll option is on (see the 

Review Differences mode options below). 
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Copy the selected cells marked as different to the other worksheet 
The button copies all green cells included in your selection from the active worksheet to the inactive 

worksheet.  

 

After copying, Compare Sheets navigates to the next difference if the Auto-scroll option is on (see the 

Review Differences mode options below). 

Delete the selected differences  
In the active worksheet, this button deletes all red or blue rows included in your selection (depending on 

which sheet is currently active). Also, in both worksheets, this button clears all green cells if they are 

included in your selection. 

 

After deleting, the tool navigates to the next difference if the Auto-scroll option is on (see the Review 

Differences mode options below). 
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Ignore the selected differences and remove the difference marks from the selected 

cells 
In the active worksheet, this button restores your original formatting for blue or red rows included in your 

selection (depending on which sheet is currently active). For green cells, the button restores the original 

formatting in both worksheets. 

 

Note. As you review the results, Compare Sheets removes all the reviewed differences from the internal 

difference list, so you won't be able to navigate between them any longer. 

After ignoring, the tool navigates to the next difference if the Auto-scroll option is on (see the Review 

Differences mode options below). 

Undo and Redo 
These buttons cancel or restore the actions of the buttons described above.  

Review Differences mode options 
At the bottom of the toolbar, you can find the Options pop-up menu that includes several options and 

settings. 
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Options 

Here you can indicate the path for the backup copies and how long they should be stored.  

Paste options 

These options are similar to the built-in Excel paste options. You can use them to insert and copy blue and 

red rows as well as green cells.  

Note. Please be careful when using options other than Paste All, as only for this option Excel gives an 

opportunity not to use the clipboard. For all the other options, Compare Sheets will use the clipboard, 

which may override your data currently in the clipboard. 

Auto-scroll after action button 

If this option is turned on, you will automatically navigate to the next difference after each your action. 

We recommend keeping this option off for a while, until you get perfectly familiar with the Compare 

Sheets tool.  

Exit the Review Differences mode 
At some point, you will finish reviewing all the differences or just find this activity too tedious. In any case, 

you will need to exit the Review Differences mode somehow and get Excel back to its normal state. Below 

you will find all possible ways to do it.  

All differences are processed 
By default, we assume that you will go all the way of working with differences in your worksheets, from 

the first found difference to the last one. As soon as the last difference is dealt with, Compare Sheets will 

automatically suggest that you save your workbooks and switch Excel to the normal view: 
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Tip. Do not accept the default action in a rush. Take a deep breath and think if everything has been done 

correctly. As soon as you choose Close review mode, Compare Sheets will save your workbooks, exit the 

Review Differences mode and you will lose the opportunity to undo your actions or at least get back to 

the penultimate state.  

If you are absolutely sure that everything is fine, click OK without any hesitations.   

Use Exit Review Differences mode button 
If you are sick and tired of reviewing differences or just decided to go another way, use the Exit Review 

Differences mode button: 
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Save workbooks and remove difference marks  

This option lets you do exactly what its name suggests. All the changes you've made with Compare Sheets 

will be saved, and the remaining difference marks (i.e. all the remaining unreviewed differences) will 

restore their original formatting.   

Restore workbooks from the backup copies 

With the help of this command, you will just return your workbooks to the state they had been in before 

they were processed by Compare Sheets. 

On window closing 
Compare Sheets takes care that you exit the Review Differences mode correctly and don't lose anything. 

That is why, if you try to close one of the windows (if you compare two sheets from different workbooks) 

or both windows (if you compare worksheets from the same book), you will get a warning with the 

following options: 

 

• Save and close workbooks keeping the difference marks. 

• Close the workbooks without saving. The difference marks will be kept, all your changes will be lost. 

• Close the workbooks and remove the difference marks. 

• Close the workbooks and restore their contents from the backup copies. 

Specifics of the Review Differences mode 
As you have read above, after processing your worksheets, the Compare Sheets tool will open them in a 

special Review Differences mode. The mode has several peculiarities.  

Compare Sheets enables Excel-based protection for your worksheets 
To both sheets, the add-in applies Excel's worksheet protection that prevents the insertion and deletion 

of cells, rows and columns. This is done to keep control over all the found differences and provide you 

with a simple way to navigate between them. By inserting or deleting just a couple of rows or even cells, 

you can break the structure of the processed sheet. The other ways of editing your sheets are available to 

you, so just keep this limitation in mind.  
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This protection will be removed only when you save your workbooks with the help of the corresponding 

command from the Options menu or restore your files from the backup copies. 

Position both windows the way you like 

In the Review Differences mode, the tool doesn't control or save the position of each window. It just opens 

them side by side right after your worksheets have been processed. You can place the windows in any 

positions you want and move them between monitors, but please consider the positions of the Compare 

Sheets toolbars. 

Second visible row is the synchronized selection 
As already mentioned, one of the key shortcomings of Excel is that it hides selection in an inactive window, 

so you cannot understand which cells in that window are currently selected. We haven't found a safe and 

truly beautiful solution to this problem yet.  

 

To overcome this annoying limitation and make the process comfortable, Compare Sheets synchronizes 

the selected cells in both windows when navigating between the marked rows. Please keep in mind that 

when you use the Previous/Next buttons for navigation, both worksheets are automatically scrolled in 

such a way that the currently selected rows in the active and inactive sheets are second from the top, as 

shown in the screenshot above.   
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Understanding merging differences workflow 
When you try to merge differences in your workbooks, you will face many different situations, but they 

all fit into three basic scenarios. Let's look at some examples.   

Supposing, you have two sheets: Sheet 1 and Sheet 2. Both sheets contain similarly structured tables, but 

you assume the tables have some differences. Your task is to get Sheet 1 merged with all or selected 

differences found in Sheet 2.  

Start Compare Sheets, select your worksheets, keep the default options, and click Compare. After the 

sheets are processed, they are opened in the Review Differences mode. Then, please follow the two basic 

scenarios. 

Several cells are different 
Here are two sheets for comparison. Find the differences :) 

 

Pay attention that after processing the sheets contain green cells.  
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You can wander through them using the navigation buttons in the Compare Sheets toolbar. Note that the 

navigation goes cell by cell.  

Selecting one or several green cells, you can:  

• Copy differences from Sheet 2 to Sheet 1, for this make Sheet 2 active. 

• Copy differences from Sheet 1 to Sheet 2, for this make Sheet 1 active. 

• Clear the different cells in both worksheets, no matter which sheet is active. 

• Ignore the differences in both worksheets, no matter which sheet is active. 

You can do it for each cell individually, or for a group of cells by selecting several cells at once, or for all 

cells simply by selecting all.  

 

And by clicking, for example, Copy the selected difference to the other worksheet, you will get the following 

result. 
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Once all the differences are processed, Compare Sheets will prompt you to switch to the normal mode. If 

you agree, the windows will get back to their previous positions and the Compare Sheets toolbars will be 

gone.  

Several rows in one worksheet are unique 
Let's modify the task.  

 

Have you already found the difference? :) Try navigating between the differences with the help of the 

buttons on the Compare Sheets toolbar. Notice that entire rows, not cells, are selected, and you navigate 

between rows, not between cells. The unique rows can't be processed cell-by-cell, only entirely.   
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Selecting one or several unique red rows, you can: 

• Insert them to Sheet 1 - icon 

• Delete these rows from Sheet 2 - icon 

• Ignore these differences - icon 

You can do it for each row, or for a group of rows if you select several lines, or for all rows at once if you 

select all.  

 

By clicking, say, the Insert the selected rows to the other worksheet button, you will get the following 

result: 
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As in the previous scenario, when all the differences are processed, Compare Sheets will ask if you want 

to switch to the normal Excel mode. If you click OK, the windows will get back to the previous positions 

and the toolbars will disappear. 

Any other scenarios 
Compare Sheets does not merge and update worksheets automatically. The tool is meant for precise 

manual merging of sheets that are so important to you that you have to review practically every cell.  

Thus, we will hardly be able to describe all complex scenarios of using our tool, but we believe it will make 

the process less tedious and save you plenty of time. Just always control the direction of merging reflected 

in the button icons, perform group operations with care, timely use the Undo button, and remember that 

we always create backup copies of your workbooks to keep you on the safe side.   

However, if you are looking to quickly merge two tables whose rows are explicitly identified by unique key 

values (e.g. SKUs or product names) or by combinations of such values, use the Merge Two Tables tools, 

which you will find on the same Ablebits Data tab. 

 

https://www.ablebits.com/excel-lookup-tables/index.php

